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Ice Melter

ICE MELTER
EcoPro PRO 2000 Snow & Ice Melter
This environmentally preferred ice melter will not harm lawns, trees or shrubs. It
is 100% soluble and environmentally safe as well as non-toxic and safe to handle.
Formulated with CMA – an anti corrosion agent that reduces damage to vehicles,
equipment and other metal surfaces. It is formulated with a patented process that
prevents refreezing and is effective to -22˚C. The non calcium chloride formulation
will not leave an oily residue on floors or carpets. Blue coloured crystals ensure
even application so there is no waste.
510-102000 50 lb bag X 50 per skid
510-102002 40 lb pail with scoop X 48 per skid
LAVA Melt Snow & Ice Melter
This is a hot, fast acting formulation that provides instant traction control along
with extended melting power. Formulated with corrosion inhibitors it is safer for
vehicles, equipment and other metal surfaces. This highly visible orange coloured
ice melter is effective down to -30˚F. Comes in a resealable bag.
510-102010 50 lb bag X 50 per skid
Sifto Rock Salt
This economical product is rock salt crushed and screened to size. It will add
traction while melting snow and ice.
510-102113 20 kg bag X 56 per skid
510-102114 40 kg bag X 30 per skid
Heavy Duty Ice Melt Spreader
This deluxe ice melter spreader features 10” air filled, wide sure grip tires. Deflector
shield achieves spread patterns from 2-10 ft. The heavy-duty poly hopper holds up
to 120 lbs of ice melter. It has a fingertip easy cable control and a cover that keeps
product dry.
505-123110 each
Ice Melt Hand Spreader
Ideal tool to spread ice melter. Covers an area 6’ to 12’ wide with three convenient
settings. It has a 6lb capacity.
505-123100 each
SOS Storage Bins
For safe, convenient year round storage. Suitable for ice melters and any other
outdoor storage needs. It will keep your ice melting products dry and secure. These
roto moulded bins are made heavy-duty with a lockable double wall lid. They are
water tight and impact resistant standing up to our tough climate. Available in
yellow or grey in three convenient sizes.
424-900166 SOS 5.5 30”L x 24” W x 24”H
500 lb capacity
each
424-406100 SOS 11
42”L x 29” W x 30”H
1000 lb capacity
each
424-900167 SOS 18 48”L x 33” W x 34”H
1750 lb capacity
each
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ORDER ONLINE AT - www.GlenMartin.ca

